
NOVEMBER 2020

THE 2020 COLLECTION GOES TO MUNICH

A rich selection of the new indoor products in the 2020 Collection debuts in Munich in the flagship

store Minotti München by Egetemeier Wohnkultur.

Grey concrete floors, dark wooden panelling, alternated by walls covered in marble, and soft grey linen

curtains bring to life an elegant space with refined settings that frame the most representative indoor

products of 2020, accompanied by some of the bestsellers and distinctive pieces from the most recent

Minotti collections.  

Once inside, visitors are welcomed into an intimate environment, bathed in the natural light that filters

through the six large floor-to-ceiling windows, which look on to the Oskar-von-Miller Ring, in the heart

of the city. Carefully positioned next to the fireplace to recreate the feel of the Minotti ideal of home,

we find the Torii armchair and inclined sofa, enhanced by a top in Calacatta marble, designed by

Nendo, matched with the Alps rug, handmade using the finest tailoring methods employed by upscale

furriers, its soft pile endowing the environment with an exceptionally intimate vibe.

The two adjacent areas host the new modular seating systems by Rodolfo Dordoni. On one side there is

Connery, in the version with square chaise-longue, featured in combination with the Daiki armchairs,

and the Boteco coffee table and sideboard, designed by Marcio Kogan / studio mk27. On the other

side, the rigorous geometric volumes, and precise, meticulous sartorial craftsmanship of Blazer is

matched with the Fynn Saddle-Hide armchairs by GamFratesi, the Linha coffee table designed by

Marcio Kogan / studio mk27 and Dordoni’s Quincy Chevron ottoman.

A last setting proposes a Linha Dining table, with Orobico Grey marble top of no less than 3 metres in

length, accompanied by the Fynn Saddle-Hide dining chairs, combining formal elegance and compact

proportions for a lunch area with the spotlight on comfort.

The refined autumnal palette of the furnishings, spanning from corten to different shades of grey and a

sophisticated two-tone effect in the shades of black and white, evokes the colours of the showroom’s

surroundings, visible from the large windows that run all along the facade, in a harmonious dialogue

between in and out.

Owners Petra Egetemeier and Stefan Rollwagen and the Minotti München team await you, by

appointment, to introduce you to the new products of the 2020 Collection, and to experience the

quality and elegance of the Minotti furnishings first-hand.

Minotti München by Egetemeier Wohnkultur

Oskar Von Miller Ring, 1

80333 München - Germany

T: +49 89552732510

E: minotti@egetemeier.de

(Limited admission, by appointment only and in compliance with the current health regulations)

Copyright © Minotti Spa
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